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About Business to Arts
Business to Arts is a membership-based, charitable organisation
(CHY 9871) that brokers, enables and supports creative
partnerships between businesses, individuals and the arts. We team
business members up with artists and arts organisations to develop
solutions in areas such as CSR, sponsorship, commissioning, HR
development, internal and external communications and events.

Methodology
In 2019, Business to Arts commissioned independent evaluations
of the A&L Goodbody Writer-in-Residence and the Walkers
Photographer-in-Residence, which were completed by Pat Kitterick.
The process of evaluation included observations of workshops,
interviews with teachers and school principals, classroom
discussion with pupils and students, and interviews with the artists.
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2018, producing
photograms at
the Gallery of
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Introduction
We recognise the critical need to establish new sources of funding
for arts and culture in Ireland. The Docklands Arts Fund was
developed by Business to Arts and Dublin City Council, aiming
to develop, enhance and grow the appreciation of quality arts
experiences in the Dublin Docklands Area. The fund aims to foster
creative partnerships between artists, businesses, residents and
other organisations.
Two companies in the Dublin Docklands (A&L Goodbody and
Walkers Ireland) worked with us on new multi-annual Artist
Residence (AR) Programmes.

Above: Pupils from
St Joseph’s Co-Ed
Primary School, East
Wall, at the launch of
the A&L Goodbody
Writer-in-Residence,
2016. Picture:
Conor McCabe
Photography.

• A&L Goodbody Writer-in-Residence enabled Catherine Ann
Cullen, children’s author, poet and song-writer, to work with third
to sixth class pupils in St Joseph’s Co-Ed Primary School in
Dublin’s East Wall, over three years (2016 – 2019).
• Walkers Photographer-in-Residence engages photographer
and visual artist Kate Nolan to work with TY Students in CBS
Westland Row, over three years (2017 – ongoing).
The AR Programme expanded outside of Dublin in 2019–2020
in partnership with the Creative Ireland Programme’s National
Creativity Fund.
This report was undertaken by Business to Arts, with support from
Pat Kitterick (past Assistant Chief Inspector with Department of
Education). It presents an overview of the two Dublin Docklandsbased AR Programmes, and the benefits of participating in an AR
Programme for artists, companies, and community organisations.
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Recommendations for future AR Programmes are suggested,
based on collective experience, and independent evaluation of the
residencies. Information is provided in the document, outlining what
AR Programmes are, the terminology and process of Business to
Arts’ AR Programmes, and the required commitments from each
party to create an AR Programme. This publication is provided to
inform future AR Programmes, artists, community organisations,
and businesses who are interested in developing an AR Programme.

Above: TY students
from CBS Westland
Row with a Walkers
staff member during
a collaborative
workshop in St
Stephen’s Green,
2019. Picture: Andrew
Hegarty.

Our AR Programmes are designed to be a collaborative process for
all participants. They provide:
• A new revenue stream / enhanced revenue for an artist
• A programme / curriculum content for community partners
• A structure to create or enhance a CSR programme for a company
Should you need added layers of insight about AR Programmes,
please don’t hesitate to contact Business to Arts.

Andrew Hetherington
Chief Executive
Business to Arts
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AR Programmes
An Overview
Our Artist Residence (AR) Programmes can take many forms,
ranging from short-term to longer-term residencies associated
with an organisation, such as a business, third-level institution,
or community organisation. While all residencies offer artists an
opportunity to develop their own practice, our residency models
involve collaboration with a variety of stakeholders. They can
lead to positive engagement between all participants, developing
new arts and creative skills, and building personal confidence
and ownership.
AR Programmes are an effective way to develop or enhance the
CSR strategy of a business, and can help establish a link with a
local community organisation(s) in an area where the business
is based. Each AR Programme is unique. They usually involve
workshop content and outputs determined by the artist, in
agreement with participants. Flexibility from all partners – artist,
business and/or community organisation – is a key element of our
AR Programmes. Having a flexible approach helps accommodate
individual methods of working, enables adaption of processes
and outcomes, and helps foster ownership of the programme by
all participants.
Artists work on a part-time or flexi-time basis (unless otherwise
specified). In the two AR Programmes assessed, a two-day
commitment per week/month was involved, and depended
on the capacity of the artist, host company and participants.
The host company provides financial and in-kind support for
AR Programmes, which includes space for workshop delivery,
exhibitions, marketing and communication assistance and event
management. Staff members actively participate in workshops,
and build relationships with participants. This allows for community
connections, knowledge sharing, skills development, and the
development of a collaborative process.
Further information and FAQs can be found on P. 16.
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Benefits of AR
Programmes
The collaboration between an artist, host company and community
organisation during an AR Programme can lead to a variety of
benefits for participants.
Benefits of AR Programmes include:

Host Company

Artist
•

Confidence-building

•

•

Revealing the process of making/
creating art

Support and cultivate creativity in the
workplace

•

Collaborative skills

•

Collaborative skills

•

Positive intellectual challenge

•

Creative energy and experimentation

•

Confidence-building

•

Interpersonal encounters/insights

•

Enjoyment

•

Challenging artistic/creative practice

•

•

Enjoyment

Raising awareness of social and
community issues

•

Empowerment

• Tolerance
•

Volunteerism
Workshop Participants

Community Organisation
•

Encouragement and inclusion

•

Emotional impact

•

Confidence-building

•

Positive intellectual challenge

•

Empowerment

•

Interpersonal encounters / insights

•

Collaborative skills

•

Confidence-building

•

Enjoyment

•

•

Raising awareness of social and
community issues

Developing and nurturing self-image
and resilience

•

Empowerment

•

Positive relationship with local businesses

•

Ownership

•

Enjoyment

•

Self-directed learning

•

Collaborative skills

• Tolerance

Above: Kate Nolan
with CBS Westland
Row TY student
Hollie Hanevy, at
the photographic
showcase of
‘Docklands Story
Walks’ exhibition,
in Walkers Ireland,
2018. Picture:
Conor McCabe
Photography.

•

Sense of success and achievement

•

Creative energy and experimentation
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Recommendations for
AR Programmes
Key Recommendations:
• Clarity at the beginning of residency programmes
around objectives and goals for all participants is
important to help guide the process and achieve
positive outcomes for all stakeholders
• Committed stakeholders are crucial to the success of
residency programmes. Time and effort are required
from the artist, host company, school/community
organiser and workshop participants to develop an
engaging and creative programme
• Freedom afforded to the artist is a key factor in
the long-term sustainability of engagement with
participants over the duration of the AR Programme
• The use of the artist’s own artwork or other artists’
artwork during workshops can be motivating for the
personal efforts of participants in the programme
• Demonstration of the artists’ own creative process
and methods of work can provide a different learning
approach for participants
• Using the physical environment and vibrant local
community of participants can be stimulating for
guided exploration of themes and topics of workshops

• Workshop participants should feel ownership of the
residency programme. This will encourage active
engagement with the workshops
• Early planning and preparation for residency
programmes, in collaboration with the artist, host
company, teachers, community organisers, etc. is
important to achieving a manageable schedule, with
clearly defined workshop topics and themes
• Care should be taken in the development of the
residency programme not to overload the schedule of
participants, to ensure the programme continues to be
of benefit
• Interim reviews of AR Programmes budgets, length
and content are important to account for individual
participant needs which become evident throughout
the residency programme
• It is important that within the programme schedule,
there is emphasis on the creative process, allowing it
room to grow and develop organically, rather than the
focus being on an intended outcome

Catherine Ann Cullen,

A&L Goodbody Writer-in-Residence

“Artists-in-Residence should be open to input from people they are working with, and
leave room for their ideas. It’s important to be conscious of the participants and how
they engage with your process, and to adapt if you can. At first I wrote poetry and
prose with the pupils, but I wanted them to memorise some of the work, and I realised
it was easier for them to remember songs. So I wrote communal songs with them,
based on the local area and on themes they suggested. This was a great success.”
Kate Nolan,

Walkers Photographer-in-Residence

“Working with young people at CBS Westland Row has shown me that it is less
about the planned outcomes (technical, theoretical & visual) than the unintended
outcomes. Through the growth of the programme, we saw individual confidence
grow through roles given, development of team work, personal expression, learning
about other career paths and playfulness. This has all fed into my participatory
practice in understanding the importance for the people I collaborate with to find
their space within the programme, without being as concentrated on the outcome.”
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Case Study

A&L Goodbody
Writer-in-Residence
A&L Goodbody are a long-established
international law firm advising companies
on their business operations in Ireland. They
have a strong tradition of collaborating
with and supporting the communities in
which they work. They have a clear focus
on education, with a particular aim of
improving literacy among primary pupils
in designated socially and educationally
disadvantaged communities.

The A&L Goodbody Writer-in-Residence
was a three-year programme, from
2016 – 2019, building on A&L Goodbody’s
collaboration with education partner
SUAS, to enhance this partnership with
creative writing.

Above: Pupils from
St Joseph’s Co-Ed
Primary School,
East Wall, 2019.
Picture: Jason Clarke
Photography.

Meet The Artist
Catherine Ann Cullen

A&L Goodbody Writer-in-Residence

In 2019, Catherine Ann Cullen became the inaugural Poet in Residence
at Poetry Ireland. She is an award-winning poet, children’s writer and
songwriter, and recipient of a Kavanagh Fellowship for Poetry 2018. Her
three collections include The Other Now: New and Selected Works (Dedalus,
2016). As A&L Goodbody Writer in Residence 2016–19 at St Joseph’s CoEd Primary School, East Wall, she won the Business to Arts Award for Best
Use of Creativity in the Community 2017. Her latest book is All Better! (Little
Island, 2019). She has a PhD in Creative Writing from Middlesex University.
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The artist, Catherine Ann Cullen, a children’s
author and poet, worked with third to sixth
class pupils in St Joseph’s Co-Ed Primary
School in Dublin’s East Wall, with the aim
of improving their writing and reading skills
through creative means.

Catherine Ann worked with the pupils for an
hour and a quarter each week throughout
the school year. In addition to writing poetry,
prose and songs with and for the pupils,
Catherine Ann devised ‘Poemwork’, where
each week the pupils decided on a subject,
and Catherine Ann wrote the poem to bring
back the following week.

Above: St Joseph’s
Co-Ed Primary
School, East Wall
showcasing cocreated work by 3rd
class pupils Kayleigh
Kelly, Lexie Carabini
and Khizer Inan,
2017. Picture: Conor
McCabe Photography.

Sinéad Smith,

Head of Corporate Responsibility, A&L Goodbody

A&L Goodbody was delighted to support St Joseph’s Co-Ed
Primary School through this innovative Business to Arts
initiative. The partnership built on and complemented our
ongoing work to help children in our local community improve
their literacy levels. The school and children really benefitted
from Catherine Ann’s passion and creative talent which provided
an exciting approach for the children to engage and learn.
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Niall Heneghan,

Principal, St Joseph’s Co-Ed Primary School, East Wall

“The initiative was a wonderful way of inspiring the
children to make very real connections between
poetry and their local community.”
Some quotes from the pupils in St Joseph’s Co-Ed Primary
School, East Wall about working with Catherine Ann:

“Catherine Ann is very positive, kind and funny,
and I learned a lot of things from her”
“I really liked making new poems and singing songs”
“She is fun, and helps bring my imagination to life”

Over the course of the residency, the pupils
took inspiration from their local community
to work with Catherine Ann to create a
large range of work, including poetry, short
stories, raps and songs.

At the end of each year, a showcase was
held to display the work created during
the residency. The pupils sang their songs
(with musical accompaniment by Imogen
Gunner) in front of an audience, including
family members, other pupils, and A&L
Goodbody staff.
Credit: ‘East Wall
Bridges’ Written by
4th Class, St Joseph’s
Co-Ed Primary
School, East Wall with
Catherine Ann Cullen,
2017
Illustration: Holly
Pereira

East wall bridges everywhere –
Johnny Cullen’s Hill, I’ll meet you there!
Engines make a roaring sound,
Stop on the bridge and look around.

Lonely view, what a treat.
Is there a grumpy troll beneath?
Some bridges can detatch at will,
What a contraption, what a thrill!

Chorus:
Made of metal, stone and clay,
East Wall bridges bright or grey,
Bringing us together every day.

I want to cross you, go to town,
Afraid I’ll fall so don’t look down!
Dream of a bridge named after me,
Over the river, over the sea.
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Catherine Ann Cullen,

A&L Goodbody Writer-in-Residence

“My residency was a wonderful learning opportunity. It increased my knowledge of
the primary school curriculum and my interest in complementing it with some of my
work. It challenged me to find new, small-scale ideas for the students each week, and
to plan some larger projects that the children might work on for a few weeks in a row.”

Credit: ‘Poetry Takes
Us By The Heart’
Text: Catherine
Ann Cullen
Illustration:
Chris Judge
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Case Study

Walkers Photographerin-Residence
The Walkers Photographer-in-Residence
is a three-year programme, from 2017
– 2020. Walkers Ireland are a global
financial services law firm based in
Dublin’s Docklands. They have a strong
commitment to the long-term development
of the local communities in which they
operate. Walkers committed staff time
and resources to the programme. The
residency involved a collaboration between
Walkers staff, management, a professional
photographer and Transition Year students
in a local school.

Using the Dublin Docklands as inspiration,
photographer Kate Nolan develops
documentary and art photography skills
through ‘story walks’ of the area. Working
with Transition Year students in CBS
Westland Row and with Walkers staff,
different themes are explored in each
workshop. This led to the development
of technical skills, decision-making, and
engagement with creativity.

Above: CBS
Westland Row TY
students Casey
Swaine and Amina
Ward with Kate
Nolan at the launch
of the Walkers
Photographerin-Residence in
2018. Picture:
Conor McCabe
Photography.

Meet The Artist
Kate Nolan

Walkers Photographer-in-Residence

Kate Nolan is a photographer based in Dublin. Her practice is centred
on sustained engagement and dialogues with communities in locations
where identity and territory are contested. In 2019, she was selected
for an artist residency at Headlands Center for the Arts, San Francisco
and The Digital Hub, Dublin. Her work has been shown in Ireland
and internationally, and is in various public and private collections.
She has been supported by Arts Council of Ireland Visual Arts
Bursary, 2017 and 2019, the Gallery of Photography, Dublin, Culture
Ireland and the Department of Culture, Heritage & Gaeltacht.
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Garry Ferguson,

Managing Partner, Walkers Ireland

“September 2019 saw us launch the third year of the Walkers
Photographer-in-Residence Programme with CBS Westland Row and
with our Artist-in-Residence, Kate Nolan. This year the Residency
continues to involve both separate and collaborative photography
workshops for the TY students of CBS Westland Row and Walkers
staff. The conclusion of this project in 2020 will coincide with the 10
year anniversary of the opening of Walkers’ office in Ireland – to
mark the occasion we look forward to publishing a book showcasing
a photographic collection of life in the Dublin Docklands generated
both by our staff and the students throughout the Programme.
The partnership with Business to Arts, CBS Westland Row and Kate
Nolan, has given our staff a new perspective on the local Docklands
community while also affording them the opportunity of learning
a new skillset. Introducing art through the accessible medium of
photography into our workplace while collaborating with the students
has facilitated a greater knowledge and understanding on the part of
our staff of the history and vibrant diversity of this community where
Walkers has been located since first opening for business in Ireland.”

In addition to dedicated two-hour long
workshops, the TY students and Walkers
staff worked collaboratively across the
programme, with shared workshops and
field trips to the Gallery of Photography
and the RHA Gallery. The shared
workshops enabled collaborative ways of
working, and fostered a sense of equalownership of the programme.

Over the course of the residency, a large
body of work was created, focusing on
the Dublin Docklands, and the different
perspectives and representations of the
area. As a celebration of the residency, a
number of images taken by TY students
have been installed in Walkers offices. A
strong link now exists between Walkers
and CBS Westland Row, and a book will be
published in 2020.

Below: CBS
Westland Row TY
students Casey
Swaine, Caitlin Tucker
and Csenge Horvath
at the photographic
showcase of
‘Docklands Story
Walks’ exhibition,
in Walkers Ireland,
2018. Picture: Conor
McCabe Photography.
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John Davis,

Transition Year Co-ordinator, CBS Westland Row

“The Walkers Photographer-in-Residence programme, coordinated in conjunction with Walkers, CBS Westland Row,
Business to Arts and photographer Kate Nolan has been a central
part of our TY programme for the past three years. This has been
a tremendously successful programme for a number of reasons.
Students work as part of a team, meet people from a variety of
backgrounds in and out of their work environment, develop new
technical skills and then observe how this activity relates to the
world of work and beyond. Student feedback is very positive
about the programme with some identifying it as one of the
most memorable experiences of Transition Year. Indeed, in some
cases students have developed their career interests towards a
media/art direction as a result of the programme. I have been
closely involved in the programme for three years. The reason
the programme is successful is due to the commitment shown by
Walkers staff, Kate Nolan and the students of CBS Westland Row.”

Left: Garry Ferguson,
Managing Partner,
Walkers, Walkers
photographer in
Residence, Kate
Nolan and Andrew
Hetherington,
Chief Executive,
Business to Arts
with CBS Westland
Row TY student
Genoveva Nemes
at the photographic
showcase of
‘Docklands Story
Walks’ exhibition,
in Walkers Ireland,
2019. Picture:
Conor McCabe
Photography.
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Kate Nolan,

Walkers Photographer-in-Residence

“The organisation by Business to Arts, support of CBS Westland Row, Walkers’
creation of the residence and Walkers staff collaborative sessions with the young
people in their offices, built a programme that has supported and challenged
the transition year students of CBS. During this programme I learned about
the importance of process over outcome which has supported my own work
with young people in other areas of Dublin, and in the Irish borderlands. This
responsive, gradual process that builds trust and confidence for myself and my
collaborators, within this space outside of thinking of the outcome, creates some very
thoughtful work. This in itself I find quite challenging but incredibly rewarding.”

Above: CBS
Westland Row TY
students walking past
Bord Gáis Energy
Theatre during
residency workshop,
2018. Picture: Hollie
Hanevy.
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FAQ
What is the mission of an AR Programme?
AR Programmes are designed to be a collaboration between the artist, host
company and community organisation. This encourages active participation.
The programme structure includes both educational objectives as well as
artistic exploration, and aims to nurture a creative environment, as well as
personal and collective creativity. AR Programmes provide:
• A revenue stream for an artist / enhancement of a revenue stream for an artist
• A programme / curriculum content for a community organisation

Above: Robert Upton,
Walkers Ireland,
with Alex Tcaciuc,
CBS Westland Row
TY student and
Kate Nolan, during
a collaborative
workshop in St
Stephen’s Green,
2019. Picture: Andrew
Hegarty.

• A structure to create or enhance a CSR programme for a company

What types of residencies are there?
Many different AR Programme models exist, ranging from short-term
standalone projects to longer-term AR Programmes connected to host
companies, community organisations, etc. Some AR Programmes offer space
and time to an artist without any condition, during which the artist may focus on
research, process and experiment without any tangible outcome.
AR Programmes are a ‘contract for services’ between an artist and a host
company, working collaboratively with staff and a community organisation. The
nature and range of services varies and often involves an agreed set of specific
outputs (usually workshops, informal performances, etc.) which are determined
by the artist.
Each artist typically takes a unique approach to an AR Programme. As artists
usually have other professional commitments, an open and flexible approach to
an AR Programme is best for accommodating the needs of the artist. Each AR
Programme is a learning opportunity for all participants involved.
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What organisations offer residencies?
There are a range of organisations which offer opportunities for residencies,
including semi-state agencies, third-level institutions, corporate businesses and
cultural organisations, all of which might have different objectives and motivations.
The Arts Council of Ireland provides funding for residencies, often in partnership
with other bodies. They work with National Youth Council of Ireland, to develop
programmes exploring the introduction of arts practice into youth services.
University College Cork, University College Dublin and Trinity College Dublin
provide residencies designed to allow the artist to develop their practice, while
offering students an opportunity to engage with a practising artist in a meaningful
way, enabling wider cultural engagement in campus life. In 2019, King’s Inns
supported an artist to explore their practice and the theme of art and law, with
reference to the organisation and the historic locale of Henrietta Street.

What is a host company?
A host company is a business contributing financial and in-kind resources to an
AR Programme. In-kind support can include space for delivery of workshops,
marketing and communication assistance, and event management. Staff are
encouraged to work collaboratively with the artist and community organisation
through workshops, activities, etc. Monthly meetings are held between all
partners to ensure the AR Programme is operating smoothly.

What involvement is required from a community organisation?
When an AR Programme involves collaboration with a community organisation,
usually the artist or the host company has an established link or connection
with a community organisation, or is aware of a community organisation within
the area which may be suitable for participation. An approach is made to the
community organisation to ensure there is capacity to participate. It is common
for key personnel to allocate time to participate in workshops, help organise
participants (such as students or service users) to take part, and provide
appropriate space.

What types of artists can apply for an AR Programme?
AR Programmes are applicable to artists of all types. Each AR Programme
focuses on a specific artform, which is determined by the host company, linking
in with their existing CSR (corporate social responsibility) values and objectives.

What is the time commitment required by an artist to participate
in an AR Programme?
AR Programmes vary in duration. They may last weeks or months; it is quite
normal for them to last approximately six months to one year. In a small
number of cases, they may last for a period of several years. In all cases, the
artists work on a part-time or flexi-time basis (unless otherwise specified).
Typically, these involve a 2 day commitment per week/per month and depends
on the capacity of the host company and the artist.
The amount of time spent delivering AR Programmes can vary, depending on
the art form and the type of workshop which is being facilitated. For example,
photographic workshops typically run for 2-hour long intensive sessions, enabling
participants to become immersed in their work, and providing opportunity to
explore a range of physical environments in which to take photographs.
The amount of time spent preparing for workshops by artists is approximately up
to 3 times the length of delivering the workshop. This preparation helps to ensure
the smooth facilitation of the workshop, in addition to any follow-up activities.

Can artists work on other projects in addition to AR
Programmes?
Many artists have a portfolio of work commitments and income streams. AR
Programmes can offer artists a part-time contract for services where they can
design their work schedule with the host company over a period of time. Often
there can be bursts of activity where an artist has a down period, followed by
Shining a light on Artist Residence (AR) Programmes | FAQ
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a break in the programme of activity where the artist is focused on a different
work commitment e.g. overseas travel, exhibitions, performances, etc. Ideally, AR
Programmes develop a schedule of activity with the artist that flows smoothly
from start to finish, taking breaks where appropriate.

What are the expected outcomes of an AR Programme?
There are a number of expected outcomes, from the perspectives of the
various participants:
• Working with staff and participants from a local community will have an impact
on the creative output and process of the artist, developing their own artistic
practice/experience

Above: Musician
Imogen Gunner and
Catherine Ann Cullen,
with St Joseph’s
Co-Ed Primary
School pupil Lexie
Carabini showcasing
co-created work,
2017. Picture:
Conor McCabe
Photography.

• Active learning workshops and support from the artist will develop confidence
among workshop participants, in addition to learning new arts & creative skills
• The host company benefits from supporting and cultivating creativity in the
workplace as well as in their local community
• Collaboration between an artist, host company, community organisation and
participants encourages social cohesion, building positive relationships

How are AR Programmes evaluated?
The artist, host company and community organisation outline their objectives
for the AR Programme before the programme commences. These objectives
will be measured during and on completion of the AR Programme. Monthly
meetings/calls are held between Business to Arts, the artist, host company and
the community organisation to address any issues that may arise, reviewing
objectives achieved and planning for those yet to be obtained.

What is the required budget for an AR Programme?
The suggested budget for an AR Programme is outlined below. The budget
is divided into costs directly associated with workshop delivery by an artist,
Shining a light on Artist Residence (AR) Programmes | FAQ
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including fees, travel expenses and equipment, and costs required to manage
an AR Programme, including an open call for artists, media and communications,
and travel expenses in addition to the necessary staff hours required to manage
the AR Programme.
This budget has been developed based on previous AR Programmes managed
by Business to Arts, with artist fees calculated at a daily rate of €400, which is in
line with industry benchmarks, such as Visual Artists Ireland payment guidelines.

Indicative Budget for AR Programme Delivery
Artist’s Fee (based on average of 20/22 days commitment at daily rate of €400)

€9,000

Artist Travel Expenses

€1,000

Equipment, preparation and materials for workshops

€2,500

Showcase Event/Exhibition Costs

€1,000

Total

€13,500

Indicative Budget for Project Management and Leverage* of AR Programme
Open Call – submission and assessment

€1,000

Media & PR (max 3 photocalls per annum)

€1,500

Programme travel/expenses

€1,000

Site visits for documentation & evaluation

€1,000

Report writing for documentation & evaluation

€1,000

Project Management Fee (based on average of 10 days requirement at daily rate of €400)

€4,000

Contingency (8% to cover unforeseen costs)

€2,000

Total

€11,500

*Leverage is the additional money spent to promote/facilitate the AR Programme
in order to maximise the return on investment

How do artists apply for a Business to Arts AR Programme?
Business to Arts works with the host company to lead an open call for artists
to participate in an AR Programme, in addition to identifying a community
organisation to partner with. This requires the completion of an application form,
and the submission of a CV.

What support is offered by Business to Arts on AR Programmes?
Business to Arts provides project management services for each AR Programme.
This includes co-ordinating the practical elements e.g. setting up meetings,
circulating communications, arranging workshop equipment, and conducting
a formal evaluation at the conclusion of the AR Programme, consisting of
interviews with all participants. Business to Arts manages the timeline, objectives
and goals for stakeholders, documents the programme, and liaises with delivery
partners to ensure civic support across all aspects of the programme. This is
in addition to providing support for artists to develop collaborative partnerships
with employees of the host company and local community organisations.
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Above: Catherine
Ann Cullen with
students from St
Joseph’s Co-Ed
Primary School
in East Wall with
Sinéad Smith,
Head of Corporate
Responsibility, A&L
Goodbody, Andrew
Hetherington,
Chief Executive,
Business to Arts, Niall
Heneghan, Principal,
St Joseph’s Co-Ed
Primary School, and
Imogen Gunner,
musician, 2019.
Picture: Jason Clarke
Photography.
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